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Introduction
A computer algebra system (CAS) is a software program that can perform symbolic computations; namely, it can manipulate symbols for mathematical objects such as ratios, numbers with arbitrary numerical precision, equations, integrals, and well-known mathematical constants (Grabmeier, Kaltofen, and Weispfenning 2003) . Unlike software programs used for numerical computations, such as Stata, CAS uses symbols as the main inputs and outputs. For example, the computation of Γ (1/2) provides the following output in Stata,
. display exp(lngamma(1/2)) 1.7724539
while the evaluation of the same expression in a CAS gives √ π as output. This latter algebraic expression is exactly what would be displayed on the monitor. Stata stores the numerical information it manages in machine floating-point numbers, namely, sequences c 2015 StataCorp LP pr0059 of bits that represent both integer and noninteger numbers. Thus the previous result is internally stored in Stata as the following 64-bit sequence:
0011111111111100010110111111100010010001101101001110111101101011
In a CAS, the evaluation of the same expression will be stored in a more sophisticated manner, which could be described as "the square root of the well-known mathematical constant π". Data stored by Stata are approximations of the real value √ π because an exact representation in the IEEE754 format of that number would require an infinite number of bits (IEEE 2008; Linhart 2008) . Mathematical information stored in a CAS is not affected by issues of numerical precision, and it can therefore be said to be "exact".
Computer algebra overcomes the risk of obtaining incorrect results from algebraic manipulations, which easily occur when computations are performed with traditional pencil-and-paper methods. In addition, computer algebra provides easy access to advanced mathematical techniques; resolves problems that would otherwise be intractable for humans (when they are too complex or time consuming); allows one to obtain complex formulas from a simple description of the theory on which they are based; and facilitates the testing of conjectures and enables the researcher to perform experimentation with mathematical objects (Cohen, Davenport, and Heck 1993) . For these reasons, computer algebra is used in many fields of science, including the life sciences (Barnett 2002) , physics, and engineering (Boyle and Caviness 1990). Zeilberger (2004) introduced several examples of applications to statistics and automatically obtained theorems for the calculus of the moments of combinatorial random variables through computer algebra. Bollen and Bauldry (2010) also presented examples, in which they assessed the identifiability of structural equation models (Hoyle 2012 ) using a general method requiring the solutions of complex, nonlinear systems of equations.
There are currently special symbolic software programs for statistics. For example, Rose and Smith created mathStatica (Rose and Smith 2002; Stokes 2012; Vinod 2003) , an add-on for the commercial Mathematica CAS (Wolfram 2003 ) that makes it possible to perform complex symbolic computations in statistics. These computations include expected values for random variables (defined by arbitrary probability density functions); a derivation of the distribution of the product of random variables; derivations of maximum likelihood estimators (Rose and Smith 2000) ; and derivations of exact density functions of order statistics (Rose and Smith 2005) . Another software package used in symbolic statistical computations is A Probability Programming Language, or APPL (Glen, Evans, and Leemis 2001) , which is based on the Maple CAS (Dodson 2004) and is oriented to the manipulation of random variables. These software packages relieve the statistician from the burden of complex and error-prone algebraic manipulations and provide students with a powerful learning tool (Rose 2007) .
Maxima is a free and open-source CAS written in Lisp, and it can be downloaded from http://maxima.sourceforge.net (Joyner 2006; Li and Racine 2008) . Maxima permits access to the underlying Lisp implementation on which it runs, and the user can use both Lisp and Maxima instructions in the Maxima environment. It is a commandline software program. Thus interaction with Maxima is effected through the terminal; that is, the user inputs the commands from the keyboard, while the output is obtained in plain-text style. Several graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for use with Maxima are freely available, all of which provide comfortable point-and-click interfaces for interacting with Maxima and for obtaining a well-formatted, textbook-style output. I recommend using wxMaxima, which is a free GUI for use with Maxima (http://sourceforge.net/projects/wxmaxima/).
In this article, I present Maxima Bridge System (MBS), a collection of software programs that enables Stata to use Maxima as a symbolic computational engine. With MBS, the user can launch Maxima commands from within Stata in an interactive session or create new Stata commands that have been written by mixing Stata and Maxima instructions. Programs with Stata and Maxima instructions combined are called adoMaxima programs in the MBS jargon.
The components of MBS are varied:
• Maxima Bridge: a stand-alone application, written in C++, that links Stata and Maxima, thus allowing the interaction between the two software programs;
• Maxima Plugin: a Stata plugin, written in C++, that communicates via a local TCP/IP connection with Maxima Bridge to dispatch commands to Maxima and retrieve subsequent output;
• maxima: a Stata command that basically functions as a wrapper for Maxima Plugin;
• maximaget: a Stata command used to transfer data from Maxima to Stata;
• maximaput: a Stata command used to transfer data from Stata to Maxima; and
• MBS utilities package: a collection of Maxima commands, written in Lisp, that eases the interaction between Stata and Maxima and assists with various programming tasks.
To my knowledge, MBS is the first software to integrate a CAS into Stata. Analogous systems for the statistical software R (R Development Core Team 2014) are the Ryacas package (Goedman et al. 2012) , which allows for integration with the Yacas CAS (http://yacas.sourceforge.net), and rSymPy (Grothendieck 2012) , which interfaces R with the Python library for symbolic computation, SymPy (http://www.sympy.org).
MBS and its source code can be downloaded from https://sourceforge.net/projects/maximabridgesystem/ The ado-files and plugins of MBS can be downloaded from http://www.stata-journal.com/software/sj15-1/pr0059
This article is organized as follows: In section 2, I discuss how MBS works and introduce its capabilities. In section 3, I further discuss the software architecture of MBS. In section 4, I highlight the differences between Stata and Maxima regarding the treatment of floating-point numbers. In sections 5 through 8, I describe the syntax of the Stata commands of MBS and provide various examples of use for these commands. In section 9, I describe the Maxima functions from the MBS utilities package. In section 10, I propose various applications of MBS. Finally, in section 11, I conclude.
The aim of this article is not to introduce Maxima. To learn about Maxima, please refer to the reference manual and several tutorials, which are available at http://maxima.sourceforge.net/documentation.html.
A glance at MBS
Before discussing the full syntax relating to the Stata commands provided by MBS, I will outline a sample MBS session using the maxima, maximaget, and maximaput commands. Here I provide the basics relating to the launch of a Maxima command from Stata, transferring data from Stata to Maxima, and retrieving data from Maxima to Stata.
To enable the interaction between Stata and Maxima, one must launch Maxima Bridge. Thereafter, the Maxima process 1 must also be running, and a client must be connected to Maxima Server with Stata Server listening (Maxima Server and Stata Server will be discussed in section 3). These conditions can be verified by looking at the status bar of the Maxima Bridge application.
An interactive Maxima session can be launched by simply typing maxima in Stata.
. maxima maxima (type end to exit) . val: integrate(sqrt(x), x, 0, 1);
. end
After launching the maxima command, one can use only Maxima commands. To exit from the Maxima session, one can simply type end.
In the previous Maxima session, the value for the definite integral (from 0 to 1) of f (x) = √ x was calculated and assigned to the Maxima symbol val. This value can be imported into Stata using the maximaget command.
. maximaget val (%o2) done (%i3) . scalar dir val val = .66666667
The scalar, created in Stata in the previous example, contains the floating-point approximation of 2/3.
In the next example, a scalar is created in Stata, and its value is assigned to the Maxima symbol stval by using maximaput. Thereafter, a Maxima session is invoked to check that the data have been correctly transferred. . end
Maxima can also be invoked in inline mode, namely, by typing the word maxima immediately followed by Maxima instructions, as follows:
In this mode, no Maxima session will remain open, and Stata is ready to accept ordinary Stata commands after the command has been executed.
An important feature of the inline mode is the possibility of mixing Maxima instructions with Stata macros.
. global sup "5" . maxima integrate(sqrt(x), x, 0, $sup);
In the above example, the code is executed by Maxima as if the user typed maxima integrate(sqrt(x), x, 0, 5);.
Maxima requires that instructions end with a semicolon (;) or a dollar sign ($) (a dollar sign at the end of a Maxima instruction suppresses its subsequent output). If neither a semicolon or a dollar sign is typed at the end of the string that has been passed to maxima, then a semicolon is automatically appended.
MBS architecture
Stata communicates with Maxima in the MBS environment through a local TCP/IP network. The network infrastructure enabling the connection between the two software programs is provided by Maxima Bridge, which is a stand-alone application acting as a bridge between Stata and Maxima (figure 1). Maxima Bridge can be considered as independent software from MBS in that it is useful even when not used as a "bridge" between Stata and Maxima. It also functions as a GUI for Maxima, and its interface can be used to issue commands to Maxima and obtain output. The GUI of Maxima Bridge can be extended through plugins, 2 which are written in C++. A Maxima Bridge plugin provides a convenient GUI for issuing Maxima commands. For more information regarding Maxima Bridge and to learn how to develop new plugins, see the online help for Maxima Bridge.
The MBS components running inside Stata include Maxima Plugin and the following Stata commands: maxima, maximaget, and maximaput. Maxima Plugin is at the heart of MBS because it allows communication between Stata and Maxima Bridge. Every command sent to Maxima is issued through Maxima Plugin. Furthermore, Maxima output is retrieved by Maxima Plugin itself and generally echoed to Stata. Maxima Plugin is written in C++. MBS provides three versions of this plugin for the major operating systems Linux, Mac, and Windows; they are called maximaplugin linux.plugin, maximaplugin mac.plugin, and maximaplugin windows.plugin, respectively. maxima automatically chooses the correct version to load according to the operating system currently in use. The Maxima Plugin will be discussed in more detail in section 5.
Maxima Plugin could be directly used, but it is not very user friendly. Thus MBS provides the maxima command, which is a convenient wrapper for the plugin. maxima can be used to issue commands to Maxima in an interactive session or to include Maxima instructions in an ado-program.
After a command has been issued via Maxima Plugin or the maxima command, the Stata GUI freezes until all output has been received. In other words, Stata cannot be used when Maxima is calculating. Every output sent from Maxima to Stata is a string with an ASCII code 4 as its terminating character, which is used to mark the end of the string transmission. This terminating character is automatically appended to the output because Maxima Bridge sets this character as the prompt suffix for Maxima once Maxima has been launched. Thus, every time a prompt is obtained in Maxima, this terminating character is sent to the stream, which is redirected to Stata. When Stata receives the terminating character, it "understands" that the output has been received in its entirety, and it then disconnects from Stata Server, prints the output, and restores its GUI.
If the terminating character is not received, Stata will freeze interminably. For example, this can happen when the user forgets to close the quotes in a command, as is the case with the command string print("hello world. When Maxima receives this string, it expects a second quotation mark, so it does not process the string. Consequently, no output is produced, the prompt is not displayed, and no terminating character is obtained. In such cases, the user could complete the string by typing "");" from the Maxima Bridge console, thus unfreezing Stata. Unfortunately, there are no easy solutions in other cases. To learn how to deal with such cases, see the online help of Maxima Bridge.
The maximaget and maximaput commands can be used to retrieve data from Maxima and transfer data to Maxima, respectively. maximaget orders Maxima to write the requested data in a temporary file and then reads this file; maximaput writes the data in a temporary file and then orders Maxima to read it. This file is written in binary format using 64-bit precision, thus ensuring precision and speed. The maximaget and maximaput commands will be discussed in section 7 and section 8, respectively.
When the Maxima process is launched by Maxima Bridge, it loads a package of Maxima functions called the MBS utilities package. This package provides a set of utility functions that eases the interaction between Stata and Maxima. The functions are written in Lisp, and their code is contained in the maximabridge-init.lisp file, which is located in the config subfolder under the directory in which Maxima Bridge has been installed. An example of these functions is statamissing(), a function that provides the floatingpoint number corresponding to the Stata missing value, specified as the argument of this function (for example, statamissing("s") provides 9.0301602172344116E+307, which corresponds to .s). The remaining functions relating to the MBS utilities package will be discussed in subsequent sections.
Numerical issues
When transferring data from Stata to Maxima and vice versa, the user should be aware of numerical issues that can arise from the different ways that the two software programs handle numerical data. The main issue involves missing values (see [U] 12.2.1 Missing values). These are internally represented by large positive numbers in Stata (where they affect the evaluation of mathematical expression when they are involved as operands), but they are absent from Maxima.
The following result of an arithmetic operation in Stata, in which one of the operands is a missing value, is itself a missing value:
. scalar num = 21
. scalar den = .
. scalar statares = num / den . scalar dir statares statares = .
When imported into Maxima, the value for den would simply be read as a large positive number. The result of the same operation involving the same binary numbers used previously would therefore be different.
. maxima maximares: num / den; (%o3) 2.3363275514325615E-307 (%i4) Also note the way in which Stata and Maxima behave differently when they are requested to perform arithmetic operations that are undefined (such as division by 0), operations giving rise to overflow (such as 10 350 ), and operations that do not return real values (such as √ −4). In all these cases, Stata returns the system missing value (.). However, Maxima behaves differently; a division by zero returns an error message, and an overflow can arise only when Maxima performs calculations involving numbers that are internally represented as floating-point numbers. The square root of a neg-ative number is not a real number in Maxima, so it can not possess a floating-point representation (which is readable by Stata).
Maxima Plugin
Maxima Plugin is the MBS program that enables Stata to connect to Maxima Bridge. It is a Stata plugin 3 written in C++ and compiled for Linux, Mac, and Windows. For those three operating systems, MBS provides these plugins: maximaplugin linux.plugin, maximaplugin mac.plugin, and maximaplugin windows.plugin, respectively. To directly use the plugin, one loads the correct version for the operating system in use.
The plugin accepts two arguments: the first is the name of the macro containing the Maxima code to be executed, and the second is the Stata Server port. The following code provides an example of use in Linux:
. local code "taylor(exp(x), x, 0, 9);" . program maximaplugin, plugin using(maximaplugin_linux.plugin)
. plugin call maximaplugin, "_code" "--port" "4059" 2 3 4 5 6 7 Because code is a local macro, the name that was passed to the Maxima Plugin was code.
4 The 4059 port number was passed to the plugin, preceded by the "--port" option name. If the port number is unspecified, 4059 is assumed to be the default value. If the Maxima code passed to the Maxima Plugin does not terminate with a semicolon or a dollar sign, a semicolon is automatically appended to the command string.
Maxima Plugin is internally used by maxima. This plugin is not designed to be used by average users; it is more convenient to use maxima because it is a convenient wrapper for the plugin. I discuss the maxima command in the following section.
The maxima command
The maxima command permits the user to execute Maxima commands from within Stata and to obtain the subsequent output in the Results window. Briefly, maxima is a command providing the user with a friendly interface between Stata and Maxima.
This command functions only when Maxima Bridge is running correctly. Maxima Bridge works as a bridge between Stata and Maxima: 1) it receives Maxima commands from maxima and sends them to Maxima for execution; and 2) it receives output from Maxima, which is then sent back to maxima.
The maxima command relies on Maxima Plugin, a Stata plugin written in C++ that is loaded each time maxima is invoked (see section 5). Maxima Plugin is the heart of maxima, enabling the TCP/IP connection with Maxima Bridge. Because Stata plugins written in C++ must be compiled, they are platform dependent. Thus the MBS provides three versions of the Maxima Plugin, one for each of the major operating systems (Linux, Mac, and Windows). Behind the scenes, maxima always loads the appropriate plugin for the computer system from which it has been launched.
Syntax
The syntax relating to the maxima command is maxima maxima cmd
The maxima syntax permits the user to call Maxima in two different modes: interactive and inline.
When the user types maxima and then presses the Enter key, a Maxima interactive session is opened, and everything typed thereafter is sent to Maxima for execution. When an interactive session is open, only Maxima commands can be used. Stata macros are not expanded when they are typed inside an interactive session. The special word end is used to exit from the interactive session and return to ordinary Stata mode. maxima is invoked in inline mode when Maxima commands are typed after the word maxima. These commands are sent to Maxima for execution; after the command output has been returned to Stata, the Stata console is once again ready to accept ordinary Stata commands. Stata macros that appear in maxima cmd are expanded; thus the inline mode is useful for integrating Maxima commands into Stata ado-programs.
Examples
In this section, I discuss examples of several advanced topics relating to maxima. Other basic examples of the interactive and inline uses of the command were provided in section 2.
The first time maxima is called, it loads the Maxima Plugin version that is appropriate to the operating system in use. Maxima manages a system variable called linel, which contains the width (in characters) of the console display. The default value is 79, but when maxima is initially loaded, it automatically sets linel to the current value of c(linesize) (see [P] creturn) to ensure the maximum exploitation of the width of the Results window of the Stata GUI.
The linel value used to log all the examples presented here is 79. This value enables one to exploit all the horizontal space allowed by the formatting style of the Stata Journal.
The user can change the linel value, as is shown in the following example: When used in interactive mode, maxima does not allow expansion of macros; the latter are expanded only if they appear in the command string passed to maxima when maxima is invoked in inline mode.
. global test "mess" . maxima maxima (type end to exit) . "this is a $test" (%o10) this is a $test (%i11)
. maxima "this is a $test"; (%o11) this is a mess (%i12)
The maximaget command
The maximaget command enables the transfer of data from Maxima to Stata. The retrieved data can be Maxima scalars, lists, or matrices. maximaget can put the transferred data into Stata scalars, matrices, or variables.
The name of the Stata object, which will be created or replaced, can be omitted in the syntax. In this case, maximaget attempts to use the name of the retrieved Maxima data for that of the Stata target data.
Unless otherwise specified (see below for the toscalar, tomatrix, and tovar options), a Maxima scalar transfers to a Stata scalar, while a Maxima list or matrix transfers to a Stata matrix.
Syntax
The syntax relating to the maximaget command is maximaget maxima name if in , fromscalar fromlist frommatrix toscalar tomatrix tovar name(stata name) replace maxima name specifies the Maxima data to be transferred from Maxima to Stata. These data can be scalars, lists, or matrices. If name() is unspecified, maximaget attempts to use maxima name as the name for the target Stata data. In this case, maxima name must be a valid Stata name (see [U] 11.3 Naming conventions).
if and in qualifiers are allowed only when importing data from Maxima to Stata variables. These options can therefore be used only when the tovar option is specified 7.2 Options fromscalar, fromlist, and frommatrix specify the data type that maximaget is requested to retrieve from Maxima; at most, one of the three options is allowed. When one of fromscalar, fromlist, and frommatrix is specified, maximaget tries to retrieve data from Maxima only if data are scalars, lists, or matrices, respectively. If the data are not of the specified types, an error message is returned. If any of these three options are unspecified, maximaget attempts to retrieve the requested data provided the data are scalars, lists, or matrices. Specifying one of these is recommended when using maximaget within an ado-program because it protects against the risk of retrieving undesired data. However, when maximaget is used in interactive mode, the possibility of omitting the specification of one of these options lightens the syntax, and the user can immediately check whether something is amiss.
toscalar, tomatrix, and tovar specify the type of target Stata data; a maximum of one of these three options is permitted. toscalar constricts maximaget to import the Maxima data into Stata scalars, tomatrix permits importation of data into Stata matrices, and tovar permits importation of data into Stata variables. If any of these three options are unspecified and maximaget is requested to import a Maxima scalar, maximaget will attempt to transfer it into a Stata scalar. If any of these three options are unspecified and maximaget is requested to import a Maxima list or matrix, maximaget will attempt to transfer it into a Stata matrix.
name(stata name) specifies the name of the Stata data (scalar, matrix, or variable) that will contain the data retrieved from Maxima. When this option is unspecified, maximaget will try to use maxima name to name the target Stata data. stata name must follow the Stata naming conventions.
replace replaces an existing variable with data retrieved from Maxima. If this option is unspecified, maximaget does not allow the contents of an existing variable to be replaced by data retrieved from Maxima. replace can be used only when the tovar option is specified.
Examples
In the following example, a list called mlist has been created in Maxima and then imported into Stata by maximaget; because the target type is unspecified and the name() option is not used, the data have been inserted into a Stata matrix called mlist by default.
. maxima mlist: [11, 22, 33, 44 In the next example, the same list has been retrieved from Maxima, and the name() option is used to specify mymatrix as the name of the target Stata matrix.
. maximaget mlist, name(mymatrix) (%o3) done (%i4) . matrix list mymatrix mymatrix [1, 4] c1 c2 c3 c4 r1 11 22 33 44
The following instruction reattempts to retrieve mlist from Maxima by using the fromscalar option. An error message is returned because mlist is a list and not a scalar. The following instructions provide an example of the use of in together with the tovar option:
. set obs 5 obs was 4, now 5 . maximaget mlist in 2/5, tovar name (var2 
The maximaput command
The maximaput command transfers numerical data from Stata to Maxima. The transferred Stata data can be scalars, matrices, or variables, and they can be exported to Maxima scalars, matrices, or lists. If the name of the Maxima object that will contain the transferred data is unspecified, maximaput will attempt to use the name of the source Stata object. In this case, the data name must also be valid for Maxima according to its naming conventions.
The type of the target data can be specified by toscalar, tomatrix, or tolist. If none of these options have been specified, maximaput behaves according to the following rules: if the source Stata data are scalars, the target Maxima data are scalars; if the source Stata data are matrices, the target Maxima data are matrices; and if the source Stata data are variables, the target Maxima data are lists. It is possible to use Stata matrices as source data and Maxima scalars as target data. In this case, the target scalar will contain the very first element of the specified matrix. Analogously, if the source is a Stata variable and the target is a Maxima scalar, the target object will contain the first observation of the Stata variable. If the source is a matrix and the target is a list, the latter will contain the elements of the matrix concatenated by rows.
Syntax
The syntax relating to the maximaput command is maximaput stata name if in , fromscalar frommatrix fromvariable toscalar tolist tomatrix name(maxima name) stata name specifies the Stata data to be transferred from Stata to Maxima. These data can be scalars, matrices, or variables. If the name() option is not specified, maximaput will attempt to use stata name as the name of the target Maxima data. In this case, stata name must be a valid Maxima name.
if and in are permitted only when exporting a Stata variable. They can be used to limit the observations requested for export. if is used to specify a condition, while in permits the range to be specified.
Options
fromscalar, frommatrix, and fromvariable specify the data type that maximaput is requested to export to Maxima. At most, one of these three options is permitted. When one of fromscalar, frommatrix, and fromvariable is specified, maximaput will attempt to export the specified Stata data only if they are scalars, matrices, or variables, respectively. If stata name is not of the specified types, an error message will be returned. If any of these three options are unspecified, maximaput will try to export the requested data, provided they exist. Specifying one of these options is recommended when maximaput is used within an ado-program because this syntax option prevents the exporting of undesirable data. However, when maximaput is used in interactive mode, the possibility of omitting the specification of one of these options lightens the syntax, and the user can immediately check whether anything is amiss.
toscalar, tolist, and tomatrix specify the type of the Maxima target data. At most, one of these three options is allowed. toscalar forces maximaput to export the specified Stata data to Maxima scalars; tolist forces the exporting of data to Maxima lists; and tomatrix compels the exporting of data to Maxima matrices. If any of these three options are unspecified, maximaput will export data to Maxima scalars, matrices, or lists if the source data are Stata scalars, matrices, or variables, respectively.
name(maxima name) specifies the name of the Maxima data (scalar, list, or matrix) containing the data exported from Stata. When this option is unspecified, maximaput will attempt to use stata name to name the target Maxima data. maxima name must be a valid Maxima name according to Maxima naming conventions.
Examples
In the following example, a matrix is created in Stata and then exported to Maxima:
. matrix M = (1, 2 \ 3, 4 \ 5, 6)
Because the name() option was not used and the target type was unspecified, the data were exported to a Maxima matrix with the same name as the Stata matrix.
In the following example, the tolist option is used to export the same matrix to a list:
. maximaput M, tolist The next example shows how to use maximaput to export the contents of a variable to a Maxima list by using the if and name() options.
. sysuse auto, clear (1978 Automobile Data) . maximaput price if price > 12000, name(x) (%o3) [14500.0, 15906.0, 13594.0, 13466.0, 12990.0 
] (%i4)
The user can export a scalar to a matrix. In this case, the target data will be in a 1 × 1 matrix, in which the unique element is the value of the exported scalar. If a variable and a scalar have the same name in Stata and maximaput is asked to export the data with this name, the command resolves this ambiguity by exporting the variable, unless the fromscalar option has been specified. . maxima listp(mydata) (%o7) true (%i8)
. maximaput mydata, fromscalar (%o8) 5. 6 (%i9) . maxima scalarp(mydata) (%o9) true (%i10)
The MBS utilities package
The MBS utilities package provides these Maxima functions: stataf(), statafm(), statamissing(), killtemp(), and wxmconnect(). They are all written in Lisp and can be used only if this package is loaded in Maxima. When Maxima Bridge launches Maxima, it forces Maxima to load the MBS utilities package in the background, thus ensuring that all the functions of the package are available in MBS. In this section, I briefly present all the functions of the MBS utilities package.
stataf()
The stataf() function can be used to define a new Maxima function called "derived function" on the basis of another function called "base function". The purpose of the derived-function is to wrap the base function to slightly modify its behavior so that the floating-point number corresponding to the Stata system missing value (.) is returned when a call to the function generates an error (for example, an error generated by a division by zero or an overflow). 
statafm()
The statafm() function is very similar to stataf(), requiring the same arguments as stataf() (see section 9.1). The only difference is that statafm() returns the floatingpoint number corresponding to the Stata system missing value (.) even when only one of the values passed as arguments of the function is a missing value.
The following example illustrates the use of statafm():
. maxima sum(x, y) := x + y; (%o1) sum(x, y) := x + y (%i2)
. maxima stm_sum(x, y) := statafm(sum, [x, y] 
. scalar m = .g . maximaput m, fromscalar (%o3) 9.0038268217042019E+307 (%i4) . maxima res: stm_sum(5, m); (%o4) 8.9884656743115795E+307 (%i5) . maximaget res (%o5) done (%i6) . scalar list res res = .
statamissing()
The statamissing() function is used to generate floating-point numbers corresponding to Stata missing values (see [U] 12.2.1 Missing values). The only argument of this function is a string containing the name of the requested missing value.
In the following example, statamissing() is used to generate the ".g" missing value and the "." system missing value:
. maxima missing_g: statamissing("g");
(%o1) 9.0038268217042019E+307 (%i2) . maxima missing_system: statamissing(".");
. scalar list missing_g missing_system missing_g = .g missing_system = .
killtemp()
Temporary names and local macros are used in Stata, especially in ado-programs, to avoid conflicts with global data. Similarly, MBS provides a system for creating temporary data in Maxima. This system is based on the convention of using names starting with an underscore ( ) to mark Maxima data as temporary (for example, " mymaximadata").
Once temporary Maxima data are correctly named, they can be automatically deleted using killtemp(). The killtemp() function deletes all Maxima data that have a name beginning with an underscore. The function does not require an argument.
killtemp() can be used in ado-Maxima programs in which creating temporary Maxima data can be useful. An important difference with the analogous system used in Stata to manage temporary objects is that temporary objects in MBS are not deleted automatically and must be explicitly deleted by invoking killtemp(). A call to killtemp() is required in the ado-program to delete all the temporary data that have been created thus far. 
wxmconnect()
The wxmconnect() function connects the Maxima process to wxMaxima, a free and open-source front end for Maxima, and allows the user to take advantage of the GUI of wxMaxima and interact with Maxima in a more comfortable environment. After the Maxima process is connected to wxMaxima, wxmconnect() can be used to reconnect the Maxima process to Maxima Bridge. The only argument required by wxmconnect() is the network port of the software (wxMaxima or Maxima Bridge) to which the Maxima process will be connected.
The use of wxmconnect() and its technical details are explained more thoroughly in the online help for Maxima Bridge.
Applications
In this section, I present several examples of using MBS for practical applications. These applications include many features made available by Maxima: differentiation calculus, linear programming, arbitrary numerical precision, and 3D plotting. All the proposed examples are intentionally simple because the goal here is to introduce various potentialities that can arise when using Stata and Maxima together.
Calculating the moments of a random normal variable
To obtain the moments of a random normal variable, one can exploit its momentgenerating function (MGF). The MGF of a normal variable with expected value µ and standard deviation σ is
The derivative of order r of (1), with respect to t and evaluated at t = 0, is the noncentral moment of order r of the normal variable with parameters µ and σ.
Typically, software that specializes in numerical computation, such as Stata, does not provide algorithms for analytical differentiation. However, we can use Maxima to calculate moments of a normal variable via the differentiation of its MGF. The following is the code of an egen function called gnormalmoment. This function accepts expected values and standard deviations of normal variables as arguments, and it generates a new Stata variable containing the corresponding values of the r-order moments.
Lines 1 through 6 parse the syntax. The marksample command, which is used in line 7, avoids the transfer of missing values to Maxima. The remaining lines are MBS commands, which are enclosed between two calls to killtemp(). As stated in section 9.4, killtemp() deletes all existing temporary Maxima variables whose names start with an underscore. The first invocation to killtemp() avoids the risk of conflict with possibly existing temporary data, while the second deletes temporary data that have been created in gnormalmoment. Because every Maxima object created in gnormalmoment is temporary datum, no garbage data remain in the Maxima memory after the above program is executed.
Line 12 defines the MGF function (1), and line 13 specifies its r-order derivative. In this latter line, the Maxima quote operator (') is used before several Maxima symbols to prevent their evaluation. The m function, which is defined in line 14, evaluates the r-order derivative of the MGF at t = 0. In line 15, the st m function is created as a wrapper to m by using the stataf() function from the MBS utilities package. stataf() ensures that a Stata system missing value (.) is returned whenever a call to m generates an error. Finally, line 16 creates a list containing the calculated values of the moments, and line 17 imports these values to a new variable generated in Stata.
The following is an example using gnormalmoment, in which order-two moments are calculated for a set of five observations with randomly generated expected values and standard deviations:
. clear all . set obs 5 obs was 0, now 5 . set seed 9999 . generate mu = runiform() . generate sd = runiform() . egen m2 = normalmoment(mu sd), r(2 
Nondiscretionary input in data envelopment analysis
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a nonparametric, quantitative method that assesses the relative efficiency in how decision-making units (DMUs)-firms, schools, and hospitals-transform input into output (see Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes [1978] and Cook and Seiford [2009] ). The main DEA output is a list of efficiency scores, which are numbers between zero and one that indicate the performance of each DMU. A DMU is deemed efficient when its efficiency score is one.
DEA analysis requires the solution to a linear program, namely, the mathematical problem of optimizing a linear function that is subject to linear equality and linear inequality constraints. Ji and Lee (2010) provide the dea Stata command for performing basic DEA analysis, but this command is not as flexible as the linear programming solver provided by Maxima. For example, the dea command cannot manage a case with various inputs that are nondiscretionary; that is, it cannot be used when some of the inputs are beyond the control of the DMUs (for example, the location of firms or the advertising expenditure decided at the corporate level) (Banker and Morey 1986) .
In this section, I explain how to write a rudimentary DEA solver program, called fdea, that can handle the case when one of the inputs is nondiscretionary. This program uses MBS and exploits the linear programming solver of Maxima. The fdea command is intentionally simple because it is presented only for explanatory purposes. Thus it is provided with certain limitations: 1) only two discretionary inputs, one nondiscretionary input and one output, are permitted; 2) only first-stage DEA analysis is performed, so efficiency slacks are not identified; 3) if and in options are not allowed; and 4) if the command passes Stata missing values to Maxima, they will not be correctly interpreted by Maxima.
Let n be the number of DMUs; x d1i , x d2i , x f i , and y i denote the first discretionary input, the second discretionary input, the nondiscretionary input, and the output for DMU i, respectively; and t * j denotes the efficiency score for DMU j. The efficiency score for DMU j is obtained from the solution to the following linear program (Banker and Morey 1986) .
This linear program is translated into the following code of the fdea ado-Maxima program:
The code lines from 3 through 6 export the 2 discretionary input variables, the nondiscretionary input variable, and the output variable, which are specified, respectively, to Maxima in the xd1(), xd2(), xf(), and y() options. Line 7 loads the simplex Maxima package, which implements the 2-phase standard simplex method for solving linear programming problems in Maxima. In the same line, the nonegative lp variable is set to "true" to indicate to the solver that all decision variables are assumed to be nonnegative. The linear program is solved for each DMU in lines 11 through 19. Here the minimize lp Maxima function (used in line 17) minimizes the t subject to the linear constraints specified in the second argument of the function. Finally, line 20 exports the calculated efficiency scores to Stata.
The following is an example of the use of fdea, illustrated using a randomly generated dataset where the x1 and x2 variables are two discretionary inputs, the x3 variable is the only nondiscretionary input, the y variable is the unique output, and score is a variable containing the efficiency scores generated by fdea:
. clear all . set obs 5 obs was 0, now 5 . set seed 4321
. generate x1 = runiform() . generate x2 = runiform() . generate x3 = runiform() . generate y = runiform() . quietly fdea score, xd1(x1) xd2(x2) xf (x3) The fdea program is a current draft of a possibly more-advanced general command that could be developed. Nevertheless, it demonstrates how easy it is to develop a DEA solver to fit a specific need. The advantage of programming a DEA solver in the MBS environment is that we can obtain a tool that is perfectly integrated into Stata. Thus the ado-Maxima DEA solver can be combined with all the facilities provided by Stata to perform subsequent statistical analyses, such as Monte Carlo experiments 5 or sensitivity analysis.
Arbitrary numerical precision
In this section, I present a case of numerical computation where Stata fails and a way to overcome this using Maxima. Suppose, for example, that the tricky expression (e x −1)/x must be evaluated for a very small value of x. The value of (e x − 1)/x for x = 2 −150 , calculated in the previous example for the second observation, is 0. This numerical computation is far from the correct one, which is lim x→0 (e x − 1)/x = 1. A better result can be obtained by using Maxima with the following code:
. quietly maximaput x . quietly maxima fpprec: 50;
. quietly maxima f(x) := (exp(bfloat(x))-1)/x; . quietly maxima maxima: map(f, x);
. quietly maximaget maxima, fromlist tovar . list Here the number of significant digits for the arithmetic relating to big-float numbers was set to 50 by changing the value of the fpprec Maxima variable. Thereafter, the f() function was defined to calculate (e x − 1)/x. In the definition of f(), an x value is converted to a big-float number via the bfloat function; in most cases, expressions with at least one big-float number are entirely evaluated as big-float (big-float numbers in Maxima can be conceived of as "contagious"). Thus the evaluation of f() will be performed to 50 digits of precision. The evaluation of (e x − 1)/x for x = 2 −150 (see the second observation in the output generated by list) is now 1, which is a more accurate result.
Note that in the previous case, 0 can also be obtained in Maxima for a smaller value of x, say, 2 −250 . To obtain 1 again, the user must increase the value of fpprec; a value of 100 for fpprec would be sufficient.
Exploiting gnuplot
Gnuplot is a free command-line software program that creates 2D and 3D graphs of mathematical functions and data. It comes with Maxima and is one of the graphics engines used by Maxima for rendering graphs. Gnuplot is accessible from Maxima through a suite of commands that operates as a convenient interface to gnuplot. In this section, I present two useful examples of using gnuplot. The first is an ado-Maxima program for drawing 3D graphs, while the second is a program for extracting coordinates of points from a scatterplot for which the image is available but not the source data.
The following is the code of scatter3d, an ado-Maxima program that plots 3D graphs:
This program takes three numerical variables as input (representing the 3D coordinates) and plots a 3D scatterplot of these variables by using draw3d(), a function of the draw Maxima package, which is loaded in line 11. draw3d() is called in line 12. Although the full syntax of draw3d() is very sophisticated, that which is used in the previous example is easy to understand. draw3d() is requested to plot a scatterplot of x, y, and z by using the symbol plus as the point style, choosing black as the color for the points, and setting the labels for all the axes.
As an example, we create the scatterplot of a simulated 3-dimensional normal variable with vector 0 as an expected value and a desired covariance matrix. Here the task of obtaining a simulated dataset of such a three-dimensional vector variable is assigned to Stata via the drawnorm (see [D] drawnorm) command. . drawnorm x y z, cov (cov) . scatter3d x y z The 3D output, produced by gnuplot through the previous commands, is reported in figure 2 , where three different views of the same point cloud have been provided from different angles. When a graph is obtained in gnuplot, the user can interact with it through the mouse to zoom or change the angle view. Figure 2 . Three scatterplots of the same simulated three-dimensional normal variable, viewed from three different angles, obtained using gnuplot
The next example exploits an interactive feature of gnuplot, consisting of retrieving the coordinates of a point from a graph on which the user has clicked. The takecoords ado-Maxima program, which I present here, exploits this feature to retrieve the coordinates of the data points of a scatterplot. This program is especially useful for retrieving data from a scatterplot when the source data are not available.
The following is the code of takecoords:
user's clicks on the displayed images in a temporary file specified by the xy file option. In line 17, the infile Stata command reads the content of that temporary file and loads the coordinates into two variables that have been specified by the user. Let's suppose that the data source of the scatterplot of figure 3 is unavailable and that we want to extract the data from this picture. First, we crop the figure to preserve only the part within the dashed box. This operation is necessary to correctly map the screen area provided by gnuplot with the plot area of the example scatterplot. The cropped image must be converted to the .xpm format. Second, takecoords can be called by specifying 1) the two x and y variables that will be filled with the retrieved point coordinates; 2) the complete path to the .xpm scatterplot image; and 3) the coordinates of the bottom-left points (10; 40) and the far-right and top points (50; 140) of the plot area corresponding to the dashed box in figure 3 .
. clear . takecoords x y using "/home/giovanni/figure3_cropped.xpm", x1 (10) During the interactive session in gnuplot, the user must save the coordinates by clicking on the points of the scatterplot and then pressing the x key. Thereafter, the user must press the Enter key in Stata to inform takecoords that the temporary file can be read and that the x and y variables can be created.
Concluding remarks
MBS extends the computational capabilities of Stata in several ways:
• by enabling the computation of something that cannot easily be obtained in Stata because, for example, the computation would require algebra-intensive algorithms;
• by providing algorithms that facilitate the development of powerful computing solutions by allowing a direct application of the theory, for example, via differential and integral calculus; and
• by enabling high-precision calculations using big-float numbers.
Although a CAS can be a powerful tool for dealing with many mathematical problems, a CAS can occasionally provide incorrect computations, or it may not have the capability to undertake certain tasks. This article lacks an assessment of the capabilities of Maxima. However, the interested researcher could use the 131 mathematical problems proposed by Wester (1994) as a comprehensive CAS test suite for evaluating Maxima.
Apart from its intrinsic utility, MBS is also an example of a software system that enables Stata to communicate with another software application. 6 The interested software developer might draw inspiration from MBS to create new and powerful integrations between Stata and other software programs: MBS is open-source software, and its code can be freely examined.
